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Abstract: Controlling for confounders is a crucial step in analytical
observational studies, and multivariable models are widely used as
statistical adjustment techniques. However, the validation of the
assumptions of the multivariable regression models (MRMs) should
be made clear in scientific reporting. The objective of this study is to
review the quality of statistical reporting of the most commonly used
MRMs (logistic, linear, and Cox regression) that were applied in
analytical observational studies published between 2003 and 2014 by
journals indexed in MEDLINE.
Review of a representative sample of articles indexed in MEDLINE
(n¼ 428) with observational design and use ofMRMs (logistic, linear, and
Coxregression).Weassessed thequalityof reportingabout:modelassump-
tions and goodness-of-fit, interactions, sensitivity analysis, crude and
adjusted effect estimate, and specification of more than 1 adjusted model.
The tests of underlying assumptions or goodness-of-fit of the MRMs
used were described in 26.2% (95% CI: 22.0–30.3) of the articles and
18.5% (95%CI: 14.8–22.1) reported the interaction analysis. Reporting of
all items assessedwas higher in articles published in journals with a higher
impact factor.
A low percentage of articles indexed in MEDLINE that used multi-
variable techniques provided information demonstrating rigorous appli-
cation of the model selected as an adjustment method. Given the
importance of these methods to the final results and conclusions of
observational studies, greater rigor is required in reporting the use of
MRMs in the scientific literature.
(Medicine 95(20):e3653)orach, MSc, and Jose M. Martı´nez-Sa´nchez, PhD
INTRODUCTION
Two important aspects of biomedical research are the internaland external validity of the study design.1 Information bias
and confounding variables affect internal validity and are
present to some extent in all observational research. Information
bias results from incorrect determination of the exposure, out-
come, or both. Confounding is a ‘‘mixture’’ or ‘‘diffusion’’ of
effects: a researcher attempts to associate an exposure with a
result, but actually measures the effect of a third—sometimes
unnoticed—factor, that is, a confounding variable. This bias can
be diminished, but only if the confounding factor is anticipated
and the relevant data are collected to allow proper adjustment.
Confounding factors can be controlled in various ways:
restriction, matching, stratification, standardization, and multi-
variable techniques. All of these approaches are focused on
achieving homogeneity between study groups,1 and in recent
years multivariable regression models (MRMs) such as linear,
logistic, Poisson, or Cox regression have become popular and
very frequently used.2 A review of research based on Canada
National Health Survey data found that nearly 80% of the
studies used some type of MRM, predominantly logistical
modeling.3 A systematic review of studies published by 10
prestigious journals in epidemiology and general medicine
showed that almost 95% used MRMs, in addition to other
techniques, as the adjustment methodology.4 The frequency
with which any statistical method is applied is often determined
by the available software and computational capacity; therefore,
this high rate of MRM usage could be due to major advances in
computational capabilities with increased availability of data,
but also to the ease with which these techniques can now be
applied using standard statistical software.5
An advantage of MRM analysis is that it allows the control
of more confounding factors, compared to stratification, and a
simultaneous evaluation of the relationship between several
exposure factors and response variables of different types
(continuous, dichotomous, count, or time-dependent events).2,6
The estimated effect of each variable reflects its association
with the outcome, taking into account the contribution of the
rest of the variables introduced into the model. However,
modification effect is not identifiable by simple inclusion of
the variable in the regression model; the interaction terms
between exposure and effect modification, or the confounding
variable, must also be included.
Moreover, MRMs assume probability distributions that
include underlying assumptions (e.g., assumptions of normality,
homoscedasticity, independence of errors, etc.). In addition,
parameter estimation could be inefficient if there is multi-or more variables, which affects con-
rence process, among other potential
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Regression models produce nonbiased results for each
variable of interest if the model is correctly specified and all
potential confounding factors are included and correctly
measured.7 Furthermore, if not all confounders are included or
themodel is not properly specified, the consequences are residual
confounding and biased estimates.8,9 Although the underlying
‘‘true’’ model is seldom known, specification errors and residual
confounding can beminimized by testing the formal assumptions
of the selectedmodel.6,10 Specific statistical tools are available to
evaluate whether all necessary conditions have beenmet to apply
a particular type of adjusted modeling and the appropriateness of
the model that was finally selected.6,10 In addition, given that
MRMs are usually sensitive tomodel specification, it is desirable
to carry out more than 1 adjustment strategy to evaluate the
stability of the estimated effects of different settings.11 All these
measures, together with a sensitivity analysis (variation by sub-
groups) and interaction assessment, lead to more consistency in
evaluating the adjustedmeasures of association and increase their
validity and level of evidence.12,13
Various studies have described the statistical methodology
used in published biomedical research.3,4,14,15 Strasak et al15
showed that inappropriate use of some statistical tests is one of
the most common errors. In 2008, Groenwold et al4 carried out a
systematic review of observational studies published in general
medical and epidemiology journals with a high impact factor
and reported finding poor quality in the adjustment methods
used. More recently, in 2014, another systematic review of the
use and application of generalized linear mixed models showed
their increased use and, at the same time, room for improvement
in reporting quality.14 However, there is a lack of evidence on
the quality of reporting or the validation procedures used when
MRMs are applied in observational studies. Therefore, the
objective of the present study was to review the quality of
statistical reporting when the most commonly used MRMs
(logistic, linear, and Cox regression) were applied in analytical
observational studies published between 2003 and 2014 by
journals indexed in MEDLINE.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
We reviewed a representative random sample of articles
indexed by MEDLINE using the PubMed search engine. The
search was specifically designed to identify original studies
with an analytical observational design that stated their use of
logistic, Cox, or linear MRMs focused on confirmatory analysis
(i.e., to assess the effect of exposure) (Supplementary Table S1,
http://links.lww.com/MD/A979 of the Appendix). The search
was limited to studies in humans that were published in English
between January 1, 2003 and February 16, 2014. Clinical trials,
editorials, commentaries, and case reports were excluded. This
strategy retrieved 71,519 references, from which a simple
random sample of 500 articles was selected. A sample size
of 500 randomly selected papers was calculated to allow
estimation with 95% confidence and a precision of 5% units,
a population percentage considered to be of 50%.We assumed a
50% prevalence to maximize the sample size. A replacement
rate of 20% was anticipated. Exclusion criteria removed 72
references, including those that proved to be focused on diag-
nosis, prognosis, or other analytical approaches. Therefore, 428
papers were finally reviewed (Figure 1).
Real et alItems Reviewed in Full-Text Analysis
Based on the literature,2,11,16,17 a list of aspects related to
the application of MRMs was specified, including testing
2 | www.md-journal.comformal assumptions, goodness of fit: interactions, and sensi-
tivity analysis of the adjustment models (Table 1). An initial
review of 10 articles served as a pilot test for the entire research
team to define the list of items to be included, establish precise
definitions, and improve interrater homogeneity. Finally, the
definitive set of MRM-related items to be verified in each
relevant section of the manuscript was established (Table 1).
Each itemwas classified according to whether it would likely be
stated in the methods section or was mainly involved in the
communication of findings and would appear in the results
section. If an item was reported in any section, the paper was
considered to meet the criteria.
Review Procedure
The selected articles were randomly distributed among the
3 designated reviewers on the research team. Any doubts were
shared and resolved by consensus. In addition, 12 articles were
randomly selected for reviewing by all 3 reviewers, for blinded
evaluation of interrater agreement. No significant differences in
outcomes between reviewers were observed (Supplementary
Table S2, http://links.lww.com/MD/A979); there was high
interrater agreement (Kappa index> 0.73) and intraclass cor-
relation coefficient of the number of completed items (0.88).
The Kappa index measures the agreement between reviewers
for compliance with each of the items separately (dummy
variables) and the intraclass correlation coefficient quantifies
the correlation of the number of completed items (numerical
variable) between reviewers. A detailed analysis of intra- and
interrater agreement is shown in the Appendix, Supplementary
Table S2, http://links.lww.com/MD/A979.
Statistical Analysis
For each item specified for review, prevalence estimates and
95% confidence interval (CI) were obtained. We also calculated
mean and standard deviation (SD) for the total number of review
items fulfilled. CIs were computed using normal approximation.
All analyses were stratified in groups according to the impact
factor of the journal in the year of publication (2, 2–4, >4),
sample size (<500, 500–1500, 1500), design (cross-sectional,
cohort, and case–control), data source (ad hoc, clinical/admin-
istrative records, both, or ‘‘mixed’’), and type of MRM (logistic,
linear, andCox). Pearsonx2 and trend testswere used to assess the
association between prevalence of the items of interest and the
categorical secondary variables. Mann–WhitneyU test was used
to examine the relationship between prevalence of items, sample
size, and the journal’s impact factor. We computed the 2-sided
criteria for all variables and 1-sided criteria for the impact factor
level because the higher the impact factor, greater rigor is required
in reporting the use ofMRMs in the scientific literature. To assess
and control for possible interactions, the analysis was again
stratified by impact factor, sample size, design, and type of
modeling. Significance level was set at a¼ 0.05. All analysis
was carried out using the SPSS statistical software, version 18.0.
(PASW Statistics for Windows, Version 18.0. Chicago:
SPSS Inc.).
Ethical statement: None required the approval of the Ethics
Committee because the primary source was secondary data
from published scientific articles.
RESULTS
Medicine  Volume 95, Number 20, May 2016Of 428 articles reviewed, published in 313 journals (mean
of impact factor¼ 3.38), 49.5% were cohort studies, with data
primarily collected using questionnaires specifically designed
Copyright # 2016 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights reserved.
frequency of each item increased with impact factor
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used type of modeling was logistic regression (67.5%), followed
by Cox (22.9%) and linear (18%) regression. Nearly half
(48.8%) of the articles reviewed were published during the last
3 years of our study period (2010–2013). Only 4% of the
articles referenced any other publication that expanded on
the methodology used in the study.
Table 2 shows the overall percentage observed for each of
the items reviewed, and in relation to all selected variables. The
major item that was reported most often (33.4%; 95% CI: 28.9–
37.8%) was ‘‘crude and adjusted effect’’ (item 4, Table 2),
followed by sensitivity analysis (32.7%; 95% CI: 28.3–37.1%).
The least-reported item was interaction analysis (18.5%, 95%
CI: 14.8%–22.1%). Testing the assumptions of the model and
fitting more than 1 model were reported in 26.2% and 25.7% of
the articles, respectively (items 1 and 5, Table 2).
The percentages observed for all of the items analyzed
were higher in studies published in journals with a moderate or
FIGURE 1. Flowchart of articles included.high impact factor (Table 2). The assessment of model adjust-
ment criteria (item 1) was primarily observed in articles pub-
lished in journals with a moderate impact factor and in studies
Copyright # 2016 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights reserved.that used linear models. The criteria referring to interactions,
sensitivity analysis, and testing more than 1 model (items 2, 3,
and 5, respectively) were also significantly and directly associ-
ated with sample size (Table 2).
The mean number of items identified in the articles
reviewed was 1.36 (SD¼ 1.17), and increased with sample size
and impact factor (P< 0.001). Both factors act independently of
the mean number of items: there was no observed interaction
between impact factor and sample size. Figure 2 shows how the(Figure 2A), independently of sample size (Figure 2B), study
design (Figure 2C), and type of MRM used (Figure 2D).
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Our study shows very low reporting of MRM validation in
observational studies indexed in MEDLINE, being higher in
studies with larger sample sizes published in journals with a
higher impact factor. Only 26.2% of the articles reviewed
described their validation analysis of assumptions or good-
ness-of-fit for the MRM used, 33.4% showed both the crude
www.md-journal.com | 3
TABLE 1. Primary Items Reviewed inManuscripts of Observational Studies That UsedMultivariable Methods (Logistic Regression,
Cox Regression, or Linear Regression)
Issues Reviewed in the Manuscript (Yes/No) Method Results
Item Detail and Justify the Item Reviewed Section Section
1 Model assumptions and goodness-of-fit

: x X
Normality, linearity/log-linearity, homoscedasticity, proportional hazards assumption (Cox models)
or goodness-of-fit.
Is the functional form of the selected model correct?
How far away from the data is the selected model?
2 Interaction analysis: x x
Some interaction term was evaluated in the models.
Is there any potential variable that can modify the estimated effect?
3 Sensitivity analysis: x x
Sensitivity analysis of the models was performed with subsamples
Are the findings sufficiently robust, considering the process used to obtain them?
4 Crude and adjusted effect estimate: x
Report of crude measures of association in addition to those adjusted according to the model used
(Odds ratio, hazards ratio, etc.).
How much does the studied effect change when other variables are taken into account?
5 More than one adjusted model specified: x
For each response variable, more than 1 adjusted model with different combinations of variables was
shown.
Does the estimated effect differ between the different adjusted models, settings, specifications, etc.?

Specific statistical methods: Kolmogorov–Smirnov about residuals, Q–Q plots; Hosmer–Lemeshow test for logistic regression, Schoenfeld
C) c
Real et al Medicine  Volume 95, Number 20, May 2016and adjusted effects, and 32.7% described any sensitivity
analysis. Interaction analysis was only observed in 18.5% of
the articles reviewed.
Our results are consistent with previous scientific evi-
dence.4,14,18 Mu¨llner et al18 showed that journals with a higher
impact factor had better statistical reporting, perhaps because
their editorial process specifically includes statistical review. In
our study, the percentages observed for all of the items analyzed
were higher in studies published in journals with a higher impact
factor. A systematic review by Casals et al14 of 108 articles that
applied generalized linearmixedmodels, without discriminating
between type of design or research objective, found that vali-
dation of themodel and testing for goodness-of-fit were reported
in 6.5% and 15.7%, respectively, of the articles. In contrast, our
results showed a higher prevalence of this item (17.7%–33.7%,
depending on the impact factor of the journal). This difference
could be explained because our review is based on a random
sample that included methodologies whose use is much more
widespread.19 Another systematic review found a lack of atten-
tion to adjustment methods in analytical observational studies,4
in contrast with diagnostic, prognostic, or predictive validation
studies in which combinations of variables were modeled with
greater precision.16,20–23 In the latter types of studies, cali-
bration, discriminatory power, goodness-of-fit, and validation
of the statistical model are considered essential 1st steps before
selecting the final adjusted model.16 The recent Transparent
reporting of a multivariable prediction model for individual
prognosis or diagnosis (TRIPOD) statement24 provides guide-
lines that highlight the essential aspects of developing and
validating a predictive multivariable model. Requirements of
residuals for Cox Regression, R2, receiver operating characteristic (ROthis guide include, among others, the need for using internal
validation methods to evaluate model’s performance and to
compare multiple models.24
4 | www.md-journal.comOn the other hand, published guidelines provide specific
recommendations on the reporting of the scientific results
of clinical trials (CONSORT),25 observational studies
(STROBE),26 or statistical analysis in general scientific litera-
ture (SAMPL).27 These guidelines were developed to provide
more complete and precise information about key aspects of
research studies, and some have been incorporated into the
author guidelines of major scientific journals. Nonetheless,
even though the STROBE guidelines highlight the control of
confounders as a crucial aspect of observational studies and the
SAMPL and TRIPOD guidelines broaden the standards for the
scrutiny of statistical methods, there is still a void in requiring or
assessing multivariable methodology in observational designs.
Notably, the Guide for Authors and Editors (Manual of Style for
the American Medical Association) includes the need to report
model diagnostics and proportion of variance explained by both
individual variables and the complete model.28 In this sense,
even though the data analysis may be correct, inadequate
reporting makes it impossible for the reader to assess whether
the data were processed appropriately.18
In observational research, best practice includes avoiding
bias in the study design, adjusting for possible bias in the data
analysis if it is not possible to avoid bias entirely in the design,
and quantifying and analyzing the effects of residual bias on the
study results.7 Nonetheless, if the model was not properly
selected, there may be major residual confounding even after
MRM adjustment,29–31 which leads to bias in the associations
studied. For example, Liang et al8 recently published the results
of a simulation study, concluding that ‘‘even when all con-
founding factors are known and controlled for using conven-
urve.tional multivariable analysis, the observed association between
exposure and outcome can still be dominated by residual
confounding effects.’’
Copyright # 2016 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights reserved.
TABLE 2. Frequency of Items Related to the Application of Statistical Models, Based on Study Characteristics in Articles Reviewed
Percentage Reporting at Least Item
Variable Category N it1 it2 it3 it4 it5 1
Overall 428 26.2% 18.5% 32.7% 33.4% 25.7% 71.5%
95% CI 22.0–30.3 14.8–22.1 28.3–37.1 28.9–37.8 21.6–29.8 67.2–75.8
Design

Cross-sectional 108 31.5% 12.0% 33.3% 30.6% 17.6% 68.5%
Cohort 212 26.9% 20.8% 32.1% 36.3% 26.4% 72.6%
Case–control 72 16.7% 25.0% 43.1% 23.6% 37.5% 75.0%
P-valuey 0.083 0.065 0.229 0.123 0.011 0.603
Data source

Ad hoc 195 27.2% 16.4% 31.8% 33.8% 25.1% 69.2%
Clinical record 106 24.5% 16.0% 30.2% 32.1% 20.8% 69.8%
Mixed 114 25.4% 26.3% 37.7% 34.2% 31.6% 78.9%
P-valuey 0.870 0.067 0.437 0.936 0.179 0.155
Sample size
<¼500 205 26.8% 12.2% 21.5% 30.2% 18.5% 62.0%
501–1500 90 25.6% 21.1% 35.6% 43.3% 31.1% 75.6%
1501þ 133 25.6% 26.3% 48.1% 31.6% 33.1% 83.5%
P-valuey 0.956 0.004 <0.001 0.078 0.005 <0.001
P-valuez 0.786 0.001 <0.001 0.634 0.002 <0.001
P-value§ 0.780 <0.001 <0.001 0.543 0.002 <0.001
Impact factor of journal
<¼2.00 147 17.7% 8.8% 17.7% 29.3% 17.7% 55.1%
2.01–4.00 166 33.7% 18.1% 34.3% 34.3% 25.9% 76.5%
4.01þ 115 26.1% 31.3% 49.6% 37.4% 35.7% 85.2%
P-valuey,jj 0.003 <0.001 <0.001 0.185 0.002 <0.001
P-valuez,jj 0.040 <0.001 <0.001 0.0.08 <0.001 <0.001
P-value§,jj 0.033 <0.001 0.001 0.229 <0.001 <0.001
Model
Logistic 289 14.9% 14.2% 26.6% 28.7% 22.1% 67.8%
Linear 77 39.0% 14.3% 32.5% 22.1% 18.2% 87.0%
Cox 98 29.6% 19.4% 22.4% 32.7% 20.4% 72.4%
P-valuey <0.001 0.343 0.081 0.462 0.987 0.006
Description of items 1–5: it1¼model assumptions and fit, it2¼ interaction analysis, it3¼ sensitivity analysis, it4¼ crude and adjusted effect
estimates, it5¼more than one adjusted model. CI¼ confidence interval.
The category with undefined information is not included (36 design manuscripts and 13 of data source).
yP-value computed with x2 Pearson test.
zP-value computed with x2-trend test.
§P-value computed with Mann–Whitney U test.
jjP-value computed with unilateral test.
Medicine  Volume 95, Number 20, May 2016 Reporting of Multivariable Analyses in Observational StudiesIn this sense, overall goodness-of-fit, along with graphical
validation analysis, can allow researchers to evaluate possible
conflicts between the models and alert them to possible speci-
fication problems, even without ensuring that the model is
completely correct.32 Properly fitting the model may require
additional adjustment variables, their transformation, inclusion
of interactions, or the choice of other adjustment techniques that
Statistical test excluded 35 manuscripts with multiple models.are less sensitive to the selection of a particular model, such as
stratified analysis, matching techniques,33 or other flexible
modeling approaches.34Strengths and Limitations
One of the limitations of this analysis is that the primary
source of data was the abstracts accessed in MEDLINE by the
Copyright # 2016 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights reserved.PubMed search engine. Therefore, the universe of potential
studies for analysis was limited to that repository and the
sensitivity of the search strategy used. In an effort to minimize
missed records, we designed a highly specific search-term
strategy. During our review we only had to discard 14.4% of
the manuscripts for failing to meet at least 1 inclusion criterion.
Another limitationwas that the quality or transparencyof the
methodological reporting could be affected by the word limita-
tions imposed by a journal’s guidelines. Nonetheless, it is now
usually possible to complement an article with online supple-
mentary information or to disseminate themethodological details
and protocols in a separatemanuscript that provides greater detail
about the more technical aspects. However, only 4% of the
manuscripts included in the present review contained any refer-






Real et al Medicine  Volume 95, Number 20, May 2016We are aware that the items we reviewed need not have the
same relevance and weight—and are not even always necessary.
Assessing their interactions is not always justified, especially in
small samples, and there are studies on medical interventions in
which confounding could be considered negligible. Further-
more, there are other important aspects that would affect the
quality of the analysis and results (e.g., the model was pre-
specified prior to undertaking the data analysis, or the research
team had insufficient statistical background and knowledge).
Finally, our review was not paired and there could be a
certain interrater variability. We attempted to minimize this
potential limitation in 2 ways: very detailed specification of
each item to be reviewed, all of which were easily identifiable;
and prior training of reviewers with a pilot test. In addition,
testing for agreement after completing the review showed a high
level of intra- and interrater agreement (Supplementary Table
S2, http://links.lww.com/MD/A979).
CONCLUSIONS
Statistical adjustment using MRM is a powerful tool for
isolating the actual effect of exposure factors on potential
FIGURE 2. Relative frequency for each item searched (A), mean nu
model, stratified by impact factor and by sample size) (B), studyconfounders. However, the use of these techniques is not free
of potential errors because they have strong underlying assump-
tions that must be tested. Our study showed that, despite the
6 | www.md-journal.comavailability of known statistical tools that allow the evaluation
of howwell the models meet the conditions for their application,
only a troublingly low percentage of published articles report
information about model validation or measures to ensure the
rigorous application of MRMs as an adjustment method. Given
the importance of these statistical methods to the final con-
clusions, biomedical journals should require greater rigor in
reporting the assumptions of the MRMs in the methods and
results of observational studies.
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